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Company Motto: Reliable Qualities 

The Mission Statement: “Customer Satisfaction through Excellence, by offering the best possible software and hardware solution combined 
with quality training and excellence technical support”. 

 
 

 

 

NAME INTER-REGISTER COMMUNICATIONS (M) SDN. BHD. 

Address Bangunan IRC 1 & 2 

31 & 34, Jalan Tanjung SD, 13/1, 

Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur. 

Telephone No. 603-6272 8000 (8 Hunting Lines) 

Fax  603-6272 3210 

E-mail  general@irc.com.my 

Websites  http://www.irc.com.my     http://www.facebook.com/irc.com.my 

Nature of Business  Distribution ship, Sales and Service Distribution of  ECR/POS 

System, and PC-Based POS Systems and System Devices, 

Accounting Software Sales. 

Product Line 

 

Casio Register and POS System for Retail & F&B. 

Samsung Mini Printers – Dot-matrix / Thermal Pos Printers 

Touch Screen POS system. POS peripherals, PDA Data 
collectors. Weighing, counting Scales. Data Projectors. 
Accounting Software consultation and maintenance services. 

Main Principal - CASIO Computer Co. Ltd. Japan. (ECR/E-POS) 

- Cougar Pos Systems (Software, owned  development) 

- Seito Systems Limited, Hong Kong (Software) 

- Firich, Taiwan (POS Terminal) 

- Bixolon Co.Ltd. Korea (Mini Printers) 

- Zebex, Taiwan (Scanners, Data Collectors) 

- CASIO Computer Co. Ltd. Japan (Data Projector) 

- CAS, Korea (Retail Scales Systems) 

- Ingram Micro, Malaysia ( Scanners and Handhelds) 

- SQL Financial Accounting Software 

Years in Business 

Company Strength 

ECR Dealer Sales 

ECR Support 

Technical 

System Support 

Software R & D 

Admin./Finance/Supplies 

ECR Sales Exec 

System Sales Exec 

System Dealer Sales 

Projector Sales 

27 Years (since 1987) 

53 people 

Company Total – 2 

Company Total- 3 

Company Total – 6 

Company Total – 12 

Company Total – 2 

Company Total – 11 

Company Total – 5 

Company Total – 8 

Company Total – 2 

Company Total - 2 

 

IRC Main Office at No. 34 
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Back in 1987, with anticipation towards the future growth of our Malaysian economy Mr. Alex 
Wong and Mr. Alfred Foo established IRC.  Situated at Bandar Sri Damansara, Kuala Lumpur 
our main business activities consists of Electronic Cash Registers, Point Of Sale solutions for 
retail, FNB and Hotel Systems for market in Malaysia.  The Mission Statement of IRC is 
“Customer Satisfaction through Excellence, by offering the best possible software and hardware 
solution combined with quality training and excellence technical support”.  
 

 
PRODUCT AND SERVICES OFFERED 
Inter-Register Communications exclusively sells and installs computerized Cougar 
Point Of Sale and Inventory Control Systems to retail stores.  This includes the sale of 
all the necessary hardware and software components, as well as the setup, installation 
and initial training.  On an ongoing basis, we provide complete training and technical 
support for all the products we offer. IRC also have invested in a well equip computer 
training room that can sit up to 20 trainees at one time. 

 
SOFTWARE 
In order to be productive and profitable, retail management should incorporate the most efficient, 
effective and accurate methods of stock monitoring, operational reports and sales analyses for 
optimal operations.  Our company believes that software is indeed as important as compared to 
the hardware.  The ideas and opinions of customers throughout Malaysia are combined with 
extensive information, technology and know how which IRC has accumulated over the decades 
to provide real working solutions.  At the same time, IRC is innovating through cross-fertilization, 
adapting the best features and characteristics for use in products.  As a result of customers 
feedbacks and request, our software is very flexible allowing customization and providing a much 
more friendly interface to all users.  
 
CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN 

One of the key components of a complete business solution is the choice of computers and 
accessories that you will use every day.  As a CASIO Certified Industry Remarketer Affiliate, 
we offer proven CASIO products, such as the CASIO QT6000/6100 E-POS terminals.  The 
QT6000 consists of a computer, keyboard, credit card reader, receipt printer and monitor all 
together in one compact unit.  In such a critical application as your E-POS terminals, our goal 
is to offer you the most reliable system at a reasonable cost so as to eliminate all frustrations 
and headaches.  We also carry many of the major manufactures of POS peripherals.  Many of 
the peripherals we provide were chosen for their overall reliability and reasonable cost. 
 
 

LOCAL SUPPORT  
We offer local support for both your hardware and software needs.  Often times it is much more 
effective to have someone who is knowledgeable with hardware and software to help assist in 
answering any questions you may have.  If needed, we have the flexibility to visit you at your office 
when the question requires one of our staff to be there in person. 
 
CUSTOMER BASE 
Our ECR/POS systems has been sold to more than ten of thousands retail outlets across Malaysia.  
Many well-known companies, such as Billion Shopping Centre Group, New World Mart, S&M and 
Costume Jewellery outlets, Quick & Easy Convenience shops, Windmill Restaurants, SKL DIY 
Hardware shops, Grand imperial Restaurants, Times Square Food Court, Food Junction-Mid Valley, 
The Ship Restaurants, Victoria Station Restaurants, Sri Ayuttaya, Kim Gary Restaurants, Rasa 
Arena Food courts and others like BAT and Astro Cafeterias have chosen our ECR/POS as their 
solution.  Our local clients range from small single owner-operated stores to much larger multi-chain 
stores.  Many of our customers are conversions from other POS systems that were unhappy with 
the service they received or have outgrown the capabilities of their current system.  Our solid 
reputation for providing timely and unparalleled support has earned us the praise and loyalty of our 
customers. 
 
SYSTEM DEMO AREA 
Inline with our new direction of having a ‘permanent and ready system for demonstration’, a new 
demo area was conceptualized to cater for ECR direct sales dept. and local dealers. Situated in our 
Bandar Sri Damansara Headquarter, it provides a full line up of all the middle and top range Casio 
ECR models. All the machines are wired up to the center computer system and able to output the 
kitchen/bar printers during the demonstration. The main objective of providing a full fledge demo 
covering hardware and software solutions. Again, customers as well as dealers have more 
confidence in these higher end systems since they are not only able to see and feel, they were also 
able to learn from this ‘live demo’ session 
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IRC Systems Building at No. 31 

 
POS SHOWROOM 
In the first quarter of 2004, a new showroom was set up for the Point-Of-Sale business, taking half a portion of the no. 31, 
ground floor and sharing with the DVR CCTV showroom as well. Since the POS business have grown leaps and bouts from it 
ealier inception in 1998, it is only right the management have to accord it a permanent display and demo area. All our Retail and 
well as our Food and Beverage system were display in both hardware and software. A few of our key supplier from Motorola, 
Meto, Epson and Ishida products have taken up space to display their products here. There are frequent visitors to this 
showroom are and most of them were sat around the ‘mushroom table’ fronting the systems LCD panel, that introduce them our 
systems later, along the meeting. With such a cozy environment and coffee being served in the demonstration table, little doubt 
why are usually successful in get the order signed up! 
 
PUCHONG SALES OFFICE 
Due to the tremendous growth in the southern corridor of the LDP express way , from 
Puchong Jaya to Bandar Puteri area, a new IRC Puchong  Sales Office was established in 
1st April 2010.  The office is located at level 3, IOI Boulevard Building, in Puchong Jaya.  Our 
main Projector Sales Dept and System Sales as well as IRC Systems’s 2nd Sales Dept is 
also setup to canter for their clients around there. The sales office is able to support 13 staff 
members with  product with meeting and showroom facilities. 
 
OUR SUBSIDIARY : IRC SYSTEMS 
IRC Systems (M) Sdn. Bhd. was established in 1999 as a subsidiary of Inter-Register 
Communications (M) Sdn Bhd specializing in Digital Security Recording System. The office 
premises is located 2 doors away at no. 31, Jalan Tanjung SD 13/1, Bandar Sri Damansara, 
52200 Kuala Lumpur.  Initially set up as a compliment to its parent company's main business 
of Electronic Cash Register (ECR) and Point of Sales (POS), it has grown to become one of 
the big players in Digital Security Recording System as well as Closed Circuit Television 
industry. IRC Systems maintains the mission statement of its parent company: "Customer Satisfaction through Excellence and 
by offering the best possible software and hardware solution combined with quality training and ongoing technical support". 
 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED  

Founded in year 1999, IRC Systems (M) Sdn Bhd now is one of the leader and fastest 
growing Digital CCTV distributor/systems integrator organization in Malaysia. The 
company’s prestigious products offer consumers the state-of-art e-surveillance needs and 
information technology particularly in DVR requirements. Helping to improve people’s 
quantity of lives, security & safety. IRC Systems has created a unique system that leverage 
quality products with dedicated and responsible staff of providing the best after sales 
services, couple with strong network of highly experience dealers specialize in CCTV 
business. We are also constantly upgrading and adding new range of products to meet the 
changing market needs and demand.  
 
DEALERS NETWORK  
IRC Systems has grown from a dealer itself to a distributor with a network of dealers 
nationwide including Sabah and Sarawak. Our nationwide coverage ensure that we are able 
to meet certain customer's needs where they have outlets nationwide (e.g. 7-Eleven) for 
installation and support of their outstation outlets. Our extensive network also proves that 
other players in this industry have confidence in our company and its products. 
 
CUSTOMER BASE  
Some of our major customers that have purchased and installed our system include:7-Eleven outlets nationwide, Food Junction 
Food Court at Mid Valley Megamall , Menara Dion at Kuala Lumpur , Menara IGB at Mid Valley, Jukebox outlets, Iris 
Technology at Technology Park Malaysia, Menara Tan & Tan at Kuala Lumpur, Berjaya Times Square’s Food Court, Menara 
IMC at Kuala Lumpur , University Malaya  Campus, Strom Tunnel, YTL Group and many others. 

 

 

 

IRC office expansion  as on 1 Aug 2013 


